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How can I fix this problem? A: Your screen shot has: which means your website is trying to use a windows-1255 charset. But your manifest says: which is not the same. The solution is to edit your application manifest and change the entry for : and I think it's time for you to start using UTF-8 in your webpages. (And HTML 2.0.) Mozilla Firefox 22.0.1
Mozilla Firefox 22.0.1 build 1494 is available for download. The new version of Firefox 22.0.1 arrives two days after Mozilla shipped Firefox 22.0, a beta version of the next major release of the popular browser. As of this writing, Mozilla has shipped more than three million downloads of Firefox 22.0 since its first beta is released. The changes in

Firefox 22.0.1 include Mozilla's default search provider switching from Google to Yandex. Mozilla has not yet announced the release of Firefox 22.0.1. Mozilla Firefox 22.0.1 (Build 1494) The new update to Firefox 22.0.1 includes Mozilla's implementation of WebGL and add-ons to accelerate graphics. Firefox now ships with WebGL support by
default, and extensions that use WebGL are installed into the browser. Additionally, Firefox 22.0.1 provides for add-ons that accelerate graphics. These are now also installed by default, but they can be uninstalled to suit the user's preferences. WebGL is already in use by Firefox's Aurora channel, which has been enabled since Firefox 22 shipped.
The inclusion of WebGL in the default release means that Firefox now offers a true 3D browsing experience when graphics acceleration is available. WebGL is a web standard supported by both Apple Safari and Google Chrome. It uses WebGL accelerated content to accelerate the graphics acceleration of web pages. WebGL is an HTML5-related

technology that allows for 3D graphics capabilities. The 2D texturing in WebGL is used to accelerate Web pages with low graphic capabilities, while 6d1f23a050
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